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In order to study the kinetics and capacity of release atThe University of Tokyo
bipolar cell synaptic terminals, two indirect experimental7±3±1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku
approaches have recently been employed. Using mem-Tokyo 113±0033
brane capacitance as an index of net cell surface areaJapan
(Neher and Marty, 1982), a saturable phasic mode of²Department of Membrane Biophysics
exocytosis has been suggested (von Gersdorff and Mat-Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry
thews, 1997; Sakaba et al., 1997b), whereas a continu-Am Fassberg
ous mode of exocytosis with high capacity has beenD-37077 GoÈ ttingen
reported with FM1-43 fluorescence (Lagnado et al.,Federal Republic of Germany
1996). These measurements are, however, also sensitive
to membrane turnover processes reflecting endocytosis
(Smith and Betz, 1996) and thus unrelated to secretion,Summary
so it is important to couple them to the simultaneous
detection of released molecules (Chow et al., 1996; Al-Exocytosis-mediated glutamate release from ribbon-
billos et al., 1997; Moser and Neher, 1997). In addition,type synaptic terminals of retinal bipolar cells was
secretion and membrane area changes due to exo-studied using AMPA receptors and simultaneous mem-
cytosis may not correlate well if vesicles are partiallybrane capacitance measurements. Release onset (de-
filled with transmitter (Cousin and Nicholls, 1997; Songlay ,0.8 ms) and offset were closely tied to Ca21 chan-
et al., 1997) to varying degrees (e.g., the extreme casenel opening and closing. Asynchronous release was
of empty vesicles fusing with the plasma membrane willnot copious and we estimate that there are z5 Ca21
produce capacitance jumps, but no transmitter release).channels per docked synaptic vesicle. Depending on
Previously, due to their high affinity for glutamate,Ca21 current amplitude, release occurred in a single
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors have beenfast bout or in two successive bouts with fast and slow
used (Copenhagen and Jahr, 1989; Tachibana et al.,onset kinetics. The second, slower bout may reflect a
1993) to monitor release, although they are slow to acti-mobilization rate of reserve vesicles toward fusion
vate and deactivate and thus may not faithfully tracksites that is accelerated by increasing Ca21 influx. Bi-
successive bouts of rapid release. a-amino-3-hydroxy-polar cell synaptic ribbons thus are remarkably versa-
5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptors,tile signal transducers, capable of transmitting rapidly
on the other hand, are extremely fast but have a lowchanging sensory input, as well as sustained stimuli,
affinity for glutamate and desensitize quickly (Trusselldue to their large pool of releasable vesicles.
and Fischbach, 1989). Cyclothiazide (CTZ), however, re-
duces AMPA but not kainate (Partin et al., 1993) receptorIntroduction
desensitization, while increasing its affinity for gluta-
mate (Yamada and Tang, 1993). Indeed, fast applicationFast and point-to-point neuronal communication is
of glutamate onto membrane patches from catfish hori-achieved by the rapid release of transmitter at active
zontal cells elicits currents that desensitize fully withinzones following the fusion of small clear core synaptic
2±3 ms, and 100 mM CTZ completely abolishes this de-vesicles. Ribbon-type active zones are specialized
sensitization (Eliasof and Jahr, 1997). Catfish horizontalstructures that are widespread among sensory neurons,
cells express a high density of AMPA receptors (Eliasofsuch as retinal bipolar cells, hair cells, electroreceptors,
and Jahr, 1997), and we thus used these AMPA recep-and photoreceptors. Interestingly, ribbon synapses can
tors treated with CTZ to detect fast glutamate releasetransmit a wide bandwidth of information at rates that
and simultaneously measured time-resolved membranegreatly exceed those of conventional synapses (de
capacitance to monitor depolarization-evoked exocytosisRuyter van Steveninck and Laughlin, 1996) and operate
of synaptic vesicles.via graded membrane potential changes (Werblin and
Using the integral of the AMPA receptor±mediatedDowling, 1969; Kaneko, 1970). At retinal bipolar cells,
currents as a measure of glutamate release, we find thatfor example, these membrane potential changes can
capacitance jumps are highly correlated with release.be very rapid or slow depending on the intensity and
Two saturable components of release are sequentiallywavelength of light stimuli (Saito et al., 1979). Neuro-
evoked by long depolarizations. The first component istransmitter release from the giant terminals of goldfish
very fast and phasic, presumably due to the rapid fusionbipolar cells is triggered by the voltage-dependent
and depletion of a pool of docked vesicles (Heuser and
Reese, 1981). The second component has slower kinet-³ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: Itmasao@ ics that may reflect the mobilization rate of vesicles fromhongo.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp).
a reserve pool to their fusion sites (von RuÈ den and Neher,§ Present address: Vollum Institute, Oregon Health Sciences Univer-
1993; Steyer et al., 1997). However, asynchronous re-sity L2474, 3181 S. W. Sam Jackson Park Road, Portland, Oregon
97201. lease (Barrett and Stevens, 1972; Gleason et al., 1994)
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Figure 1. Simultaneous Measurement of Glutamate Release and Membrane Capacitance
(A) Phase-contrast photograph of a goldfish bipolar cell terminal held by a patch pipette (right) and pressed against the surface of a catfish
horizontal cell, which is being recorded from via a second patch pipette (left).
(B) Simultaneous recording of bipolar terminal ICa, Cm, and horizontal cell IGlu (same time scale). ICa was elicited by a voltage-clamp step
depolarization from 260 mV to 210 mV for 10 ms. The initial decay phase of IGlu was best fit by a single exponential (t 5 2.3 ms; superimposed
on the data). The horizontal cell holding potential was 250 mV. The inset shows the average of four successive responses elicited at 30±40 s
time intervals. Due to the close association between the two cells, a capacitative transient was induced in the horizontal cell current by the
abrupt voltage change in the bipolar terminal. The arrows mark the end of the capacitative transient (start of ICa) and beginning of IGlu. The
external solution contained no CTZ or D-AP5.
(C) Superimposed responses evoked by two 10 ms pulses to 210 mV without (upper trace) and with 100 mM CTZ in the external solution
(lower trace). Both responses are in the presence of 50 mM D-AP5. CTZ increased the amplitude (4-fold) and slowed the decay of IGlu, but had
no effect on ICa or Cm (open circles, control; closed circles, CTZ).
(D) Same as (C) but with 200 ms pulses to 210 mV without and with 100 mM CTZ in the external solution, which contained 50 mM D-AP5. In
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after Ca21 channel closure was not copious and decayed and slowed its decay (single exponential fit, tCTZ 5 14 6
4.6 ms; 10%±90% rise time, 2.2 6 0.6 ms; N 5 21;sharply within z300 ms or less, depending on the
amount of calcium influx. This rapid onset and termina- Figures 1C and 1D). CTZ slows the decay of quantal or
mini EPSCs (Yamada and Tang, 1993). The slower decaytion of evoked release at a particular class of bipolar
cell (ON-type Mb1; Sherry and Yazulla, 1993) may allow of IGlu probably reflects this, as well as continued quantal
release of transmitter, since the time course of deactiva-them to transmit high frequency signals with minimal
distortion and filtering. Bipolar cell ribbon synapses thus tion of our CTZ-treated AMPA receptors upon sudden
removal of glutamate is very fast (1±2 ms; Eliasof andhave several properties in common with conventional
action potential±driven synapses but also some remark- Jahr, 1997). Continued quantal release shapes the decay
phase of AMPA EPSCs at some fast CNS synapsesable differences, such as the appearance of a large
second component of release during sustained stimula- (Diamond and Jahr, 1995; Isaacson and Walmsley,
1995). However, in spite of the local and rapid superfu-tion. Depending on the degree and extent of depolariza-
tion, these properties may permit them to function in sion of the cell pair, we cannot rule out some contribu-
tion from glutamate diffusion. CTZ also slightly reducedboth phasic (high output) and/or more sustained (low
output) secretory modes, setting the bipolar cell synap- the amplitude of ICa (range 0%±14%, average 8%), but
this small effect did not alter Cm elicited by either 10 ortic ribbon apart from the photoreceptor ribbon (Rieke
and Schwartz, 1996), which is thought to release in an 200 ms pulses to 210 mV (N 5 21; Figures 1C and
1D), probably because calcium current amplitude stillexclusively tonic manner.
remained above 120 pA, where it already elicits saturat-
ing capacitance jumps (see Figure 1 of von GersdorffResults
and Matthews, 1997). Thus, contrary to results at hippo-
campal synapses (Diamond and Jahr, 1995), CTZ doesSimultaneous Glutamate Release
not seem to directly affect the release machinery atand Capacitance Measurements
bipolar terminals. The L-type Ca21 channel antagonistFreshly dissociated goldfish Mb1 bipolar terminals (Ta-
nifedipine (100 mM) abolished completely ICa, IGlu, and Cmchibana et al., 1993) were whole-cell patch clamped and
(N 5 5; Figure 1E), while 10 mM CNQX, an AMPA/kainatethe pipette, with attached terminal, was lifted above the
receptor antagonist, blocked IGlu completely but had norecording chamber bottom. A cultured catfish horizontal
significant effect on ICa or Cm (N 5 9; Figure 1F). IGlu iscell was next whole-cell patch clamped. The bipolar
thus an AMPA receptor±mediated current activated byterminal was then lowered and pressed against the sur-
rapid glutamate release from bipolar terminals.face of the horizontal cell (Figure 1A). Constant perfusion
of the cell pair was then initiated. A 10 ms step depolar-
ization to 210 mV elicited a calcium current (ICa) and a Two Components of Release
Figure 1F illustrates in addition a surprising feature ofcapacitance jump (Cm) in the bipolar terminal and an
excitatory glutamate-induced current (IGlu) in the hori- release from ribbon-type synaptic terminals, namely its
biphasic nature. Using NMDA receptors as glutamatezontal cell (Figure 1B). IGlu disappeared when the cells
were not tightly juxtaposed against each other. The inset detectors, two components of release were also clearly
detected (Sakaba et al., 1997b). The first component ofin Figure 1B shows the fast rise time of IGlu (10%±90% 5
0.76 ms, mean 6 SD 5 1.0 6 0.3 ms, N 5 20), consistent release was shown to be resistant to high concentra-
tions of Ca21 buffer (5 mM EGTA), while the appearancewith rapid delivery of glutamate. The delay between the
bipolar depolarization and the start of IGlu was 0.8 ms of the second component could be delayed by as much
as 1±2 s in 5 mM EGTA±loaded terminals. However, the(inset arrows), similar to frog neuromuscular junction
(Katz and Miledi, 1965; Yazejian et al., 1997). If the cell- kinetics of the release process was greatly filtered by
the slow activation and deactivation rates of NMDA re-pair gap is ,0.5 mm, a likely case given that we pressed
the cells together, diffusion should contribute ,0.1 ms ceptors (Lester et al., 1990). The speed of AMPA recep-
tors, combined with the treatment with CTZ, allowed usto this delay. The decay phase of IGlu was best fit by two
exponentials with time constants t1 5 1.8 6 0.6 ms (N 5 to monitor the kinetics of the two components of release,
and moreover to also use physiological amounts of inter-20, 81% of amplitude) and t2 5 32 6 26 ms with 50 mM
D-AP5 (an NMDA receptor antagonist) present and the nal Ca21 buffer (0.2 mM BAPTA; see von Gersdorff and
Matthews, 1997) within the bipolar terminals. The kinet-horizontal cell held at 260 or 270 mV.
Similar to its effect on excitatory postsynaptic cur- ics of the release process was thereby distorted to a
minimum degree.rents (EPSCs) of hippocampal (Diamond and Jahr, 1995)
and retinal ganglion cells (Lukasiewicz et al., 1995), 100 As shown in Figure 1F, the first component of release
has a fast onset, triggered by activation of ICa, whilemM CTZ enhanced 1.7- to 4-fold the amplitude of IGlu
this example, CTZ increased the amplitude (1.7-fold) and slowed the decay of IGlu and decreased the amplitude of ICa (14%); however, this did
not affect Cm. The horizontal cell was held at 260 mV.
(E) Superimposed responses evoked by two 200 ms pulses to 210 mV, without and with 100 mM nifedipine in the external solution. The leak
current observed after repolarization is a Ca21-dependent Cl2 current that is present whenever long pulses elicit a large ICa (Okada et al.,
1995). The horizontal cell was held at 250 mV. Cm: open circles, control; closed circles, nifedipine.
(F) Superimposed responses evoked by two 200 ms pulses to 210 mV without and with 10 mM CNQX in the external solution. The arrowhead
indicates the second component of release. Cm: open circles, control; closed circles, CNQX.
The external solution in (E) and (F) contained 100 mM CTZ and 50 mM D-AP5.
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for an influx of .50 pA/pF (N 5 18; e.g., Figures 1D and
1E), the first and second components fuse together into
a single rapid bout of glutamate release, as probably
also occurs in caged Ca21 flash photolysis experiments
(Heidelberger, 1998). This is illustrated in Figure 2A,
where ICa and IGlu elicited from the same cell pair by two
successive 500 ms step depolarizations, one to 230 mV
(asterisk) and another to 210 mV, are superimposed.
The 230 mV pulse elicited an IGlu that had a second
component (arrow and asterisk) that peaked later than
the second component of the 210 mV pulse. Cm and
the integral of IGlu (QGlu) were, however, approximately
the same as indicated by the lower panel, consistent
with vesicle pool depletion (Elmquist and Quastel, 1965;
Liu and Tsien, 1995; Rosenmund and Stevens, 1996).
In a few cell pairs (N 5 3), the second component of
release was clearly detected without CTZ treatment. The
very rapid recovery from desensitization of the particular
AMPA receptor subtype expressed in catfish horizontal
cells (recovery time constant t 5 8 ms; Eliasof and Jahr,
1997) thus may allow them to respond to the second
component of release. In most instances, however, the
second component of release was not detectable with-
out CTZ treatment, either because the Ca21 influx was
.50 pA/pF, or because the second component of re-
lease started while some residual glutamate from the
first component was still present, thus maintaining many
AMPA receptors in a desensitized state (Trussell and
Fischbach, 1989). In the intact retina, where glutamate
transporters may rapidly buffer glutamate concentra-
tions after the first component of release, it is possible
that the second component plays an important role in
sustaining postsynaptic action potential firing.
Relationship between Cm Changes
and Glutamate Release
We next asked how well capacitance and glutamate
release measurements agreed, taking QGlu as an index
of exocytosis. Figure 2B shows an example where two
successive ICa elicited in the same bipolar terminal by
pulses to 210 mV for 20 ms and 200 ms are superim-
posed. The lower panel shows that normalizing the ca-Figure 2. Correlation between QGlu and Cm
pacitance jump elicited by the 200 ms pulse with the(A) Superimposed responses evoked by 500 ms pulses to 230 mV
corresponding QGlu accurately predicts the 20 ms pulse(asterisk) and to 210 mV. The bottom panel shows the integral of
Cm and QGlu amplitude (arrow). Figure 2C shows anotherIGlu (IGlu charge or QGlu) and the corresponding Cm (open circles, 210
mV pulse; closed circles, 230 mV pulse) on the same time scale. example cell pair with multiple responses (coefficient of
The arrowhead and vertical arrow show the peak of the first and variance of the peak IGlu: CV 5 0.072 for 14 responses
second components of release elicited by the 230 mV pulse, respec- to 210 mV pulses elicited during 13 min of recording).
tively.
Note that the increase in Cm and QGlu with QCa (integral(B) Superimposed responses evoked by 20 and 200 ms pulses to
of ICa) has two different slopes and two plateau regions:210 mV. The arrow in the bottom panel indicates the peak QGlu of
one corresponding to 5±20 ms pulses, and another tothe 20 ms pulse (obscured by the superimposed Cm).
(C) An example of a cell pair where simultaneously measured QGlu pulses of .200 ms (Mennerick and Matthews, 1996;
(pluses) and Cm (closed circles) are plotted as a function of the Sakaba et al., 1997b). We see that Cm and QGlu are highly
integral of ICa (QCa). correlated across three orders of magnitude of Ca21
In (A), (B), and (C), the zero level QGlu and baseline capacitance were influx. Similar plots were obtained for eight cell pairsaligned, and the peak QGlu and peak Cm were normalized.
(average correlation coefficient between Cm and QGlu 5
0.96 6 0.14). This result indicates that Cm jumps reflect
exocytosis, and not the balance of simultaneous exo-the second component (arrowhead) has a much slower
onset. The prominence of the second component de- and endocytosis.
Notice also that in Figure 2C the response to a Ca21pended on ICa per unit area. For an influx of ,50 pA/
pF (N 5 16; e.g., Figure 1F), the second component is tail current evoked by a 10 ms pulse to 160 mV (Cm 5
46 fF and QCa 5 0.23 pC) was more effective at triggeringtemporally separated from the first component, whereas
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et al., 1989; Augustine, 1990), in line with a low affinity
Ca21 sensor triggering the release of the first com-
ponent.
Fast Endocytosis Does Not Overlap with Exocytosis
Following evoked Cm jumps to an elevated value, capaci-
tance relaxes back to baseline, due presumably to endo-
cytosis of fused synaptic vesicle membrane (De Camilli
and Takei, 1996). This is illustrated in Figure 3A, where
responses to 10 ms voltage-clamp pulses at different
potentials are shown, but now with Cm monitored on a
longer time scale so as to display its recovery back to
baseline. Peak QGlu again coincides remarkably well with
the respective Cm jumps (lower panel of Figure 3A), which
increase in magnitude as ICa increases in amplitude. Cm
recovery could be fit by single exponentials with similar
time constants (tendo 5 0.9, 1.8, and 1.5 s for the 230,
220, and 210 mV pulses, respectively), indicating that
the rate of capacitance recovery (endocytosis) did not
depend on the amount of previous exocytosis (Ryan et
al., 1996) for these short 10 ms pulses, and that CTZ
does not affect this rate since in its absence Cm also
recovers with time constants of 1±2 s (von Gersdorff
and Matthews, 1997). However, longer depolarizations
(pulses of .250 ms) lead to slower rates of endocytosis
in bipolar cell terminals, as occurs also in the frog neuro-
muscular junction (Wu and Betz, 1996). In Figure 3A, IGlu
decays with a tCTZ of 9.8 ms, so the rate of recovery of
capacitance should not be contaminated by ongoing
release. Exocytosis and endocytosis are thus temporally
well separated for bipolar terminals, since the rate of
endocytosis is at least 100-fold slower than that of the
first component of exocytosis.
Paired-Pulse Depression
The lack of asynchronous release after the first compo-
nent of release has been elicited by 10 ms pulses may
be due to the depletion of a readily releasable pool of
vesicles. Indeed, a rapid component of Cm jump has
been shown to saturate for 5±20 ms pulses (Mennerick
and Matthews, 1996). Consistent with this Cm saturation,Figure 3. Fast Endocytosis and Paired-Pulse Depression
we find that both the amplitude and integral of IGlu are(A) Superimposed responses evoked by 10 ms pulses to 230, 220,
not significantly different for single 5 and 10 ms pulsesand 210 mV that elicited respectively larger ICa and IGlu, as well as
to 210 mV (N 5 8). Figure 3B shows a paired-pulsepeak QGlu and Cm responses (lower panel). The open circle (210 mV),
experiment where we have simultaneously monitoredclosed circle (220 mV), and open triangle (230 mV) symbols show
the Cm jump and decay back to baseline capacitance (note the Cm and IGlu changes. The first component of glutamate
different time scales between panels). Peak QGlu and peak Cm are release was elicited by a 20 ms pulse to 210 mV and
normalized so that their values coincide. QGlu is plotted as a function then, 40 ms later, by a second 20 ms pulse. Notice
of integration time.
that both 20 ms pulses elicited almost identical ICa (the(B) Superimposed responses evoked by double pulses of 2 ms (thin
second ICa had a facilitated amplitude of 4%, N 5 14),traces) and 20 ms (thick traces) duration to 210 mV, with an in-
but the second 20 ms pulse elicited very little releaseterpulse interval of 45 ms. ICa was filtered at 1 kHz and IGlu at 350
Hz. The horizontal cell was held at 250 mV. and Cm jump. By contrast, 30 s later in the same cell
pair, a 2 ms pulse to 210 mV elicited a smaller IGlu (and
proportionally smaller QGlu and Cm jump) than the 20 ms
pulse. However, a second 2 ms pulse given 40 ms laterrelease than the response to a 10 ms pulse to 230 mV
(Cm 5 25 fF and QCa 5 0.62 pC). This is probably due to elicited a clear amount of release and a Cm jump. Notice
that the final level of QGlu and Cm reached by the secondthe faster activation and larger amplitude of ICa (670 pA)
for the brief Ca21 tail current than for the much longer 2 ms pulse was almost the same as that reached by the
first 20 ms pulse. Thus, the first component of releasebut smaller amplitude ICa (65 pA) elicited by the pulse to
230 mV. Thus, the amplitude of ICa seems to control is saturated by a 20 ms pulse to 210 mV but not by a
single 2 ms pulse. The first component of release thusrelease more effectively than the integral of ICa (Spencer
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displays pronounced paired-pulse depression (Menner-
ick and Zorumski, 1995; Stevens and Wang, 1995).
Depolarization-Dependent Delays in Release
In order to study the delay in release, Figure 4A shows
an example where successive ICa elicited by pulses to
different potentials are superimposed. The peak ICa and
IGlu occur for the 210 mV pulse, while the 160 mV pulse
(shown in bold) elicits release only during the transient
Ca21 tail current. These results are very similar to studies
of depolarization±release coupling in the squid giant
synapse, which contains conventional active zones (Lli-
naÂ s et al., 1981; Augustine et al., 1985), and the large
off response elicited by the 160 mV pulse was also
observed in paired recordings from rat cerebellar slices
(see Figure 8 of Vincent and Marty, 1996). Notice that
the delay between the bipolar cell voltage-clamp pulse
and the start of IGlu increases as the depolarizing pulse
amplitude decreased from 210 to 237 mV. The arrows
indicate that the delay for the 237 mV pulse is quite
long (4.5 ms) due to the slow activation and small ampli-
tude of ICa. These results also directly demonstrate a
steep ªsynaptic gainº for the bipolar terminal in its op-
erating range from 240 mV to 220 mV.
Figure 4B shows that the strikingly fast tail ICa is very
effective in triggering an IGlu with a short delay. The delay
defined as from the peak rate of rise of ICa (first hatched
line) to the point where an exponential fit to the integral
of IGlu contacts the baseline (second hatched line) is 1.1
ms (1.2 6 0.3 ms, N 5 5). This definition of delay is
similar to that used in flash photolysis of caged Ca21
experiments (Heidelberger et al., 1994), where a delay
of 1 ms corresponded to a [Ca]i at the fusion site of
z100 mM. Likewise, a transient rise of [Ca]i to z75 mM
at the fusion site triggers phasic release at the crayfish
neuromuscular junction (Lando and Zucker, 1994). Such
large [Ca]i can only be found near the mouth of open
Ca21 channels, which must thus lie within ,50 nm from
fusion sites (Simon and LlinaÂ s, 1985; Zucker and Fogel-
son, 1986; Naraghi and Neher, 1997).
How Many Ca21 Channels Does It Take
Figure 4. Submillisecond Glutamate Release Kinetics and Synapticto Fuse One Vesicle?
Delay
A fundamental question in synaptic transmission is how
(A) Superimposed responses evoked by 10 ms pulses to 160 (in
many open Ca21 channels are necessary for the trig- bold), 237, 235, 230 and 210 mV (from top to bottom) that elicited
gering of one synaptic vesicle fusion (Augustine, 1990; respectively larger ICa and IGlu, except for the IGlu response to the 160
Stanley, 1993; Neher, 1998). The answer may vary from mV pulse (in bold), which occurred only during the repolarization
from 160 mV to 260 mV, when a tail ICa is elicited. ICa was filteredsynapse to synapse and depends partly on the distance
at 5 kHz to clearly display its activation kinetics, and as a conse-between Ca21 channels and release sites. To address
quence the sine wave imposed on the bipolar terminal to measurethis, we estimated the total number of functional Ca21
capacitance is not filtered out. IGlu was filtered at 350 Hz.channels on the terminal by eliciting Ca21 tail currents (B) Tail ICa and corresponding IGlu evoked by a repolarization of the
in the presence of Bay K 8644, a L-type Ca21 channel bipolar terminal from 160 to 260 mV (filtered at 5 kHz). The arrow-
agonist (Nowycky et al., 1985) that increases the open head marks the capacitative transient induced in the horizontal cell
by the abrupt voltage change (120 mV) in the bipolar terminal. Theprobability without affecting the single channel current
vertical dashed lines indicate the delay in release (1.1 ms) betweenamplitude (Fox et al., 1987). In chick sensory neurons,
the peak derivative of ICa and the point where an exponential fit tothe open probability of single L-type Ca21 channels in-
the integral of IGlu contacts the baseline. The amplitude of ICa is 210creases steeply with depolarization, reaching a value of pA, and tdecay 5 120 ms (see Mennerick and Matthews, 1996).
0.5 at 130 mV (Fox et al., 1987). We elicited tail currents (C) Tail ICa without and with 5 mM Bay K 8644 in the external solution
with 10 ms voltage-clamp pulses from 260 to 160 mV. (no CTZ or D-AP5). The arrow marks the point where the bipolar
terminal was repolarized from 160 to 260 mV. The amplitude of ICaThe peak tail ICa amplitude (412 6 150 pA, N 5 19, Cm 5
was increased 2.3-fold with Bay K 8644 treatment.21 6 16 fF) was increased 2.6-fold by 5±10 mM Bay K
8644, which also increased Cm 2.4-fold. The ratio of the
peak tail ICa in Bay K 8644 to the single channel (Church
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(Gleason et al., 1994; Goda and Stevens, 1994). Asyn-
chronous release may be a major component of release
at ribbon synapses (Lagnado et al., 1996; Rieke and
Schwartz, 1996), if the calcium sensor for vesicle fusion
has a high affinity for Ca21 (Goda and Stevens, 1994;
Henkel and Almers, 1996). Figure 5A shows an example
where depolarization to 230 mV for 200 ms elicited a
response (upper panel) that had no detectable release
after ICa was terminated (arrowhead). However, a pulse
to 210 mV elicited a larger ICa, significantly more release,
and clear asynchronous release events (shaded area).
The integral of the shaded area was about 11% of the
total IGlu charge during ICa activation, and plateaued
within the first 300 ms after ICa termination. Asynchro-
nous release decayed sharply in ,300 ms for 14 bipolar
terminals with leak currents ,30 pA at 260 mV. Thus,
bipolar ribbon synapses do exhibit some degree of asyn-
chronous releaseÐhowever, not to the copious extent
seen at some synapses (Gleason et al., 1994). This im-
plies that for times .300 ms the recovery of capacitance
back to baseline should reflect only endocytosis, since
it is not contaminated by ongoing exocytosis. Major
release was also quickly terminated by ICa shutdown.
Figure 5B shows an example of superimposed re-
sponses to pulses of 50 and 100 ms. Notice that the IGlu
evoked by the 50 ms pulse (bold) was just beginning to
display the second component (arrowhead) when it was
abruptly interrupted by the sudden closure of ICa. The
thinner IGlu trace shows that for the longer 100 ms pulse
the second component of release is now successfully
launched. This indicates that for the full activation of
the second component of release sustained Ca21 influxFigure 5. Extent of Asynchronous Release after Ca21 Channel
Closure is necessary. Moreover, the fast decay of IGlu after the
(A) ICa and IGlu responses evoked by 200 ms pulses to 230 mV and end of the 50 ms pulse further suggests that slow diffu-
210 mV that elicited, respectively, the second and third lower IGlu sion of glutamate is not involved in generating the sec-
traces. ICa amplitude was 86 and 185 pA for the 230 and 210 mV ond component of release.
pulses, respectively. Clear asynchronous release is not observed
after the 230 mV pulse; however, after the 210 mV pulse some
Recovery from Depressionasynchronous release was detected (shaded area). The bipolar ter-
Finally, we investigated the time course of recovery fromminal leak current observed after the 210 mV pulse is a Ca21-depen-
depression of the two components of glutamate release.dent Cl2 current (see Figure 1E) and indicates that basal [Ca]i was
elevated during this period. Paired-pulse experiments with 200 ms pulses from 260
(B) Responses evoked by 50 ms and 100 ms pulses to 210 mV that mV to 210 mV indicated no significant release for the
elicited, respectively, the bold and thin IGlu traces. The arrowhead second pulse when the interpulse interval was 125 ms
marks the truncated second component of release evoked by the (asterisk, Figure 6; N 5 5); however, for interpulse inter-
50 ms pulse.
vals of 1 s, a clear detectable amount of release was
observed that had a fast rise time (Figure 6). This indi-
cates that the first component of release already recov-
and Stanley, 1996) current (0.25 pA at 260 mV in 2 mM ers partially during a 1 s waiting period (Mennerick and
Ca21) gives, then, a good estimate of the number of Matthews, 1996), while the second component takes a
channels, if we assume that nearly all Ca21 channels are longer time. Full recovery of both components of release
open at the peak tail current. For the terminal of Figure was obtained with an interpulse interval of 20±30 s, in
4C (peak ICa 5 1.3 nA), we thus estimate a total of at agreement with previous measurements of recovery
least 5200 Ca21 channels. Given its resting capacitance from depression using NMDA receptor±mediated re-
(3.5 pF), it should have z1400 docked vesicles (von sponses elicited by 1 s pulses (trecovery 5 6.4 s; Sakaba
Gersdorff et al., 1996), making for an average of 3.7 Ca21 et al., 1997b) and capacitance jumps elicited by 250 ms
channels per docked vesicle. If we assume that the open pulses (trecovery 5 7.6 s; von Gersdorff and Matthews,
probability, even under the above conditions, is still be- 1997). Recovery from depression is dependent on Mg-
tween 0.5 and 0.75, we then estimate that 5±7 functional ATP, and ªcross-depletionº experiments with caged Ca21
Ca21 channels are closely associated with a docked flash photolysis support the hypothesis that depression
vesicle, and stochastically open (Fox et al., 1987) at our is due to vesicle pool depletion (Heidelberger, 1998).
standard depolarization of 210 mV to trigger its fusion.
Discussion
Asynchronous Release
We next addressed the issue of asynchronous release, Employing AMPA receptors as detectors, we have shown
that, when strongly depolarized, bipolar cell terminalsdefined as release following Ca21 current termination
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of intramembrane particles (putative Ca21 channels; see
below) with docked vesicles on the synaptic ribbon, we
favor the more economical hypothesis that a single type
of low Ca21 affinity sensor triggers vesicle fusion from
two morphologically distinct vesicle pools.
Capacitance Jumps Reflect Glutamate Release
We have shown a good correlation between capacitance
changes and glutamate release and a rapid termination
of release after the closure of Ca21 channels. Our depen-
dence of QGlu on QCa shown in Figure 2C is very similar
to that reported for conventional active zone synapses
Figure 6. Recovery from Depression formed by amacrine cells, where two components of
Superimposed ICa and IGlu responses evoked by two successive 200 release are also observed (see Figure 3C of Gleason et
ms pulses with interpulse intervals of 125 ms (thin traces) and 1 s
al., 1994). However, the short delay in release upon Ca21(thick traces). The bipolar cell was depolarized from 260 mV to 210
current activation and lack of prominent asynchronousmV. The horizontal cell was held at 270 mV. Responses were filtered
release forms an interesting contrast to results in cul-at 100 Hz. The arrow marks the peak response elicited by the first
200 ms pulse, which was followed by a second pulse 125 ms later tured amacrine cells (Gleason et al., 1994), where release
(asterisk) that elicited no clearly detectable amount of release. can outlast Ca21 current termination by 1±2 s. We have
observed no copious asynchronous release for pulses
up to 1 s in duration (terminals loaded with 0.2 mM
are capable of releasing glutamate in a fast phasic mode BAPTA; data not shown). Moreover, for terminals loaded
akin to conventional CNS synapses (Sabatini and Re- with 0.1 mM BAPTA, the high affinity NMDA receptor±
gehr, 1996; Geiger et al., 1997). During sustained depo- mediated response elicited by a 1 s pulse decays back
larizations, a slower and more extended mode of release to baseline with the characteristic deactivation time con-
(second component) occurs that can last for tens of stant of NMDA receptors (z230 ms, Lester et al., 1990;
milliseconds. Both of these modes are saturable, and Sakaba et al., 1997b), again indicating that after 1 s long
their relative importance depends on the degree and pulses asynchronous release is not copious. However,
extent of depolarization. Previous capacitance (Menner- we emphasize that for pulses of .1 s asynchronous
ick and Matthews, 1996; Sakaba et al., 1997b) and elec- release may become increasingly more significant.
tron microscopy analysis (von Gersdorff et al., 1996) Exocytosis and endocytosis were found to be tempo-
have suggested two distinct synaptic vesicle pools that rally well separated. For 10 ms depolarizing pulses, the
are sequentially depleted: an immediately releasable rate of endocytosis (t 5 1±2 s) is at least 100-fold slower
pool of z35 fF and a reserve pool of z120 fF (presumably than the decay rate of the first component of exocytosis
corresponding to the z1200 vesicles at the base of all (t ≈ 10 ms). For 200 ms pulses, the rate of capacitance
the synaptic ribbons and the z4800 vesicles attached recovery back to baseline is also fast (t 5 1±2 s); how-
to the upper four to five rows, respectively). The two ever, since asynchronous release falls sharply within
components of release may thus correspond to these ,300 ms, capacitance jumps elicited by 200 ms pulses
two morphologically distinct vesicle pools, with all the to 210 mV should reflect only membrane addition (i.e.,
docked vesicles on the bottom row of the ribbons being exocytosis) and the capacitance recovery only mem-
fusion competent (Schikorski and Stevens, 1997), in brane retrieval (i.e., endocytosis). Capacitance mea-
contrast to neuroendocrine cell granules docked at the surements have indicated the presence of fast forms of
plasma membrane (Parsons et al., 1995). endocytosis in neuroendocrine cells (Neher and Zucker,
The architecture of the synaptic ribbon invites us to 1993; Thomas et al., 1994; Artalejo et al., 1995) and
suggest that the slower onset kinetics of the second pituitary nerve terminals (Hsu and Jackson, 1996). Using
component may reflect the downward movement of ves- fluorescence imaging methods, evidence for fast endo-
icles from the upper rows of the synaptic ribbon (reserve cytosis was also recently obtained in hippocampal syn-
pool) to the bottom row where they dock and fuse with aptic boutons (Klingauf et al., 1998). Fast endocytosis
the plasma membrane. Interestingly, this mobilization may thus be a fairly ubiquitous phenomenon in nerve
rate is modulated by Ca21 influx, since large Ca21 cur- terminals.
rents caused the two components of release to fuse Two components of release were detected, and it is
together, apparently accelerating the mobilization rate possible that the second component of release may be
of reserve vesicles toward release sites. Furthermore, affected by the kinetics of diffusion and rebinding of
sustained Ca21 influx was necessary for the activation glutamate molecules to AMPA receptors in the nonuni-
of the second component of release (see Figure 5B), form cell-pair gap, or that AMPA receptors undergo two
suggesting that high levels of submembrane [Ca]i are phases of opening during glutamate application (Ishida
necessary for its activation. An alternative mechanism and Neyton, 1985). However, Eliasof and Jahr (1997)
is that there exists a pool of vesicles close to Ca21 have shown that an 8 ms application of 10 mM glutamate
channels (first component) and one more distal to Ca21 to outside-out patches of catfish horizontal cells treated
channels (Neher, 1998), or that there are two Ca21 sen- with CTZ (100 mM) elicits a step-like current, with rapid
sors for vesicle fusion, with low and high affinity for Ca21 onset and offset, that was constant throughout the appli-
(Goda and Stevens, 1994). However, given the rapid cation of glutamate. This nondesensitizing current sug-
gests that these AMPA receptors treated with CTZ areonset and offset of release, and the close association
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faithful indicators of glutamate concentration and that depletion for pulses longer than 200 ms and a low Ca21
affinity fusion sensor for exocytosis.the second component is due to a second phase of
glutamate release with slower onset kinetics, rather then
to diffusional delays and/or rebinding. In addition, we
Is the Estimate of Ca21 Channels Reasonable?note that in the presence of CTZ whole-cell responses
The number we estimated of z5 Ca21 channels perof catfish horizontal cells to glutamate application (10
docked vesicle contrasts with similar estimates from amM) are not biphasic (Eliasof and Jahr, 1997). Moreover,
conventional active zone synapse where at least 60 Ca21the good correlation between capacitance jumps and
channels open per vesicle fusion (Borst and Sakmann,AMPA receptor±mediated responses indicates that the
1996). The brief tail current pulse (z500 ms duration) ofsecond component of release is due to a second bout
Figure 4C injected only 0.17 pC of Ca21 ions into theof exocytosis. Furthermore, as noted above, a purely
bipolar terminal and elicited a capacitance jump of 24ªpresynapticº perturbation, loading terminals with 5 mM
fF (whereas Cm 5 52 fF with Bay-K 8644). This corre-EGTA or BAPTA, greatly increases the onset time of the
sponds to z900 vesicles fusing with the plasma mem-second component. Finally, activation of protein kinase
brane, since the capacitance of a single 29 nm synapticC selectively augments the second component (Minami
vesicle is 26.4 aF (von Gersdorff et al., 1996). At a calyxet al., 1998). Taken together, these findings strongly
terminal, by contrast, a single action potential injectssuggest that the second component of release is medi-
0.9 pC of Ca21 ions during z500 ms, triggering the fusionated by a second bout of exocytosis elicited by constant
of about 200 vesicles (Borst and Sakmann, 1996). Bipo-Ca21 influx.
lar cell terminals are thus very efficient since they canWe emphasize also that the AMPA (1 CTZ) -mediated
release reliably a large number of vesicles with ratherresponse is not saturated by the amounts of glutamate
minimal Ca21 entry. The distinct isoforms of presynapticreleased in these experiments. Figure 2A, for example,
proteins expressed at ribbon synapses are beginningshowed that a small Ca21 current elicits a small first
to emerge (Morgans et al., 1996) and may endow themcomponent and then a delayed second component,
with the capacity to fuse large numbers of vesicles rap-while a larger Ca21 current elicits a larger first compo-
idly and focally.nent followed by a smaller second component with less
Freeze-fracture electron microscopy studies in mon-delay. However, the integral of the AMPA response and
key and rabbit retina show that a total of 100±200 intra-the capacitance jump were the same for both responses,
membrane particles closely flank the sides of a singleindicating that the amount of release and exocytosis
bipolar cell synaptic ribbon (Raviola and Raviola, 1982).was identical. This again strongly indicates that there
The particles are 9±11 nm in diameter and lie exclusivelyare two separate components of release that are modu-
within ,60 nm from vesicle docking sites at the bottomlated by Ca21 influx, rather than the kinetics of IGlu being
row of the ribbon. En face views of synaptic ribbonsdetermined by a putative trapping and/or diffusional de-
show that z7 vesicles can dock to the plasma mem-lay of transmitter within the cell-pair gap.
brane on each side of the synaptic ribbon (see inset ofStudies in goldfish bipolar cells using FM1-43 have
Figure 5 of Raviola and Raviola, 1982), for a total of z14suggested the existence of a continuous mode of re-
docked vesicles per ribbon, so there are presumably onlease regulated by a high Ca21 affinity (z1 mM) sensor
average 7±14 particles per docked vesicle. If we furtherfor exocytosis (Lagnado et al., 1996). The two compo-
assume that the particles represent Ca21 channelsnents of release we have detected are, however, readily
(Pumplin et al., 1981; Roberts et al., 1990) and a smallerexhaustible. Nevertheless, a continuous recruitment and
proportion of Ca21-dependent K1 channels (Robitailleexocytosis of vesicles may occur for the extremely long
et al., 1993; Sakaba et al., 1997a), we conclude that the(20±400 s) depolarizations to 0 mV used by Lagnado et
above electrophysiological estimate of z5 functionalal. (1996), in which case exocytosis and endocytosis
Ca21 channels per docked vesicle is quite reasonable.may overlap temporally (Smith and Betz, 1996). Indeed,
Furthermore, this strategic location of Ca21 channelscapacitance jumps elicited by 2 s depolarizing pulses
close to fusion sites explains, within a calcium microdo-(z220 fF) are larger than those elicited by 0.25±1 s pulses
main concept (LlinaÂ s et al., 1995; Schweizer et al., 1995),(z150 fF), and trains of depolarizations given at 1 Hz
the weak effects of EGTA (Adler et al., 1991) on thelasting 10±15 s can produce even larger cumulative ca-
first component of bipolar cell release (Mennerick andpacitance changes (z300 fF; von Gersdorff and Mat-
Matthews, 1996; Sakaba et al., 1997b). In this regard, itthews, 1997). Low quantal levels of continuous release
is interesting to also note that while 1 mM EGTA reducesmay also be undetectable at the noise level of our hori-
evoked EPSCs to 60% of their initial value in a mamma-zontal cell recordings, while the FM1-43 technique may
lian conventional active zone synapse (Borst and Sak-be very sensitive to this continuous release since it inte-
mann, 1996), concentrations of 5 mM EGTA do not sig-grates signals over several minutes. Alternatively, part
nificantly reduce the first component of release (Sakabaof the fluorescence changes detected using FM1-43
et al., 1997b) and capacitance jump (Mennerick andcould be due to membrane turnover events that are
Matthews, 1996; Sakaba et al., 1997b). However, 5±10unrelated to glutamate release. We also note that Fura
mM EGTA does block the second component of release2 measurements indicate that [Ca]i remains as high as
elicited by a 200 ms pulse in bipolar terminals, and long0.5±1 mM for several hundred milliseconds following re-
depolarizing pulses (2±3 s) or trains of pulses are neces-polarization from 200 ms pulses that activate currents
sary to saturate this concentration of buffer and eventu-of the amplitude shown in Figure 5A (Kobayashi and
ally evoke release and capacitance changes (Sakaba etTachibana, 1995). Nevertheless, no copious asynchro-
nous release was detected, consistent with vesicle pool al., 1997b; von Gersdorff and Matthews, 1997).
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shape (often with a short axon stump) and characteristic calciumImplications for Retinal Signaling
current. All terminal recordings were done within ,3 hr after dissoci-ON-type bipolar cell terminals can thus release relatively
ation. The recording solution (z228C) contained (in mM) 125 NaCl,large amounts of glutamate on an extremely fast submil-
2.6 KCl, 2.5 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10 glucose, 10 HEPES (pH 7.4, 270lisecond time scale. However, this first component of mOsm), and 0.1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (Sigma). After estab-
release is exhausted during a 5 ms depolarization to lishing a cell pair, the recording solution was supplemented with 10
mM glycine, 2 mM strychnine, 100 mM CTZ (dissolved in DMSO),210 mV. Intracellular sharp electrode recordings from
and 50 mM D-AP5, unless otherwise indicated, and rapidly appliedON-type Mb1 bipolar cells (the class of cells with the
onto cells via a Y-tube microflow system (Tachibana et al., 1993),giant synaptic terminals we have used here) show that
which was placed in the vicinity of the cell pair. The final DMSOin dark-adapted retina light flashes can rapidly depolar-
concentration was 0.1%. Catfish horizontal cells express both non-
ize the cells from a resting potential of 240 mV to 210 NMDA and NMDA receptors (O'Dell and Christensen, 1989), but
mV (Saito et al., 1979). The first component of release we found that the non-NMDA (AMPA) receptor±mediated current
tended to slowly decrease in size with days in culture.we have described here may thus serve to transmit infor-
mation about rapidly changing levels of light intensity
Patch-Clamp Recordings(high frequency signals), while the second component
The bipolar terminal patch pipette solution contained (in mM) 50(counteracting premature depletion of a readily releas-
Cs-gluconate, 40±50 Cs-glutamate, 10 CsCl, 10 TEA-Cl, 0.2 BAPTA,able pool) is used to transmit more sustained visual input
5.5 MgCl2, 5 ATP-Na2, 0±0.5 GTP, and 30 HEPES (pH 7.2 with CsOH,(low frequency signals). Indeed, bipolar cells provide 270 mOsm). Horizontal cell patch pipette solution contained (in mM)
excitatory input to ganglion cells that are capable of 110 CsCl, 10 TEA-Cl, 5 EGTA, 0.5 CaCl2, 5.5 MgCl2, 5 ATP-Na2, 0±0.5
CsF, 0.5 cAMP, and 20±30 HEPES (pH 7.2 with CsOH). Conventionalfaithfully following flickering light flashes to frequencies
whole-cell mode patch-clamp recordings were performed withof up to 60 Hz (Fukada and Saito, 1971; Lee, 1996). It
EPC29 and EPC27 patch-clamp amplifiers (Heka). The EPC29 wasis possible that the rapid onset and offset of release we
controlled by Pulse (Heka) software run on a Macintosh Quadrareport here, from a particular class of bipolar cell, allows
computer. Capacitance measurements were made in the ªsine1DCº
the retina to perform this task. Our results also suggest mode of the EPC29 software emulation lock-in amplifier, with an
that transient responses to light in amacrine and gan- 800±1200 Hz sine wave (30 mV peak-to-peak) applied on a 260 mV
holding potential (Gillis, 1995). Depending on the depolarizing pulseglion cells (Werblin and Dowling, 1969; Kaneko, 1970;
duration, Cm data points were calculated by averaging over 8±32Taylor et al., 1995) can be partly due to the intrinsic
cycles of the sine wave. For all capacitance traces, analyzed seriesproperties of phasic release from bipolar terminals.
resistance (Rs) changes did not correlate with Cm changes. BipolarOther mechanisms, such as postsynaptic receptor de-
terminal Rs and initial capacitance were 12±35 MV and 1.8±4.5 pF.sensitization, ICa inactivation, and negative feedback via Horizontal cell Rs and initial capacitance were 8±30 MV and 28±54
reciprocal inhibitory synapses, may also contribute to pF. Horizontal cell Rs was compensated 40%±50%. Generally, hori-
zontal cells were held at 270 mV. Liquid junction potential was notfurther sharpen the transient nature of ON±OFF re-
corrected. The time interval between evoked responses was 30±50 ssponses (Dacheux and Raviola, 1986; Dixon and Copen-
to allow for complete recovery of responses from depression. Cur-hagen, 1992; Roska et al., 1998). The phasic nature of
rents were low-pass filtered online at 5±16 kHz and sampled atrelease at bipolar cell terminals is also consistent with
10±200 ms depending on the voltage-clamp pulse duration used.
the view that bipolar cells function as electrical band- Bipolar leak currents (,40 pA) were measured by 3.5 mM Co21
pass filters with differentiating properties (Baylor and substitution of Ca21 and Mg21. Ca21 tail current data was filtered at
10±16 kHz and sampled at 10±24 ms and series resistance compen-Fettiplace, 1977).
sated from 50%±80% (10 ms delay), so that voltage-clamp speedBipolar cell ribbons thus contrast in their kinetics and
(Rs 3 Cm) was 20±40 ms. Offline analysis and low-pass filtering of datacapacity of release with the much larger ribbons (or
at 150±500 Hz were done using Pulse1Xchart (Heka) and IgorProdense bodies) of hair cells (Parsons et al., 1994) and
software (Wavemetrics).
photoreceptors (Rieke and Schwartz, 1996), where ca-
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